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ABSTRACT
Distributed Partially Observable Markov Decision Problems (Dis-
tributed POMDPs) are evolving as a popular approach for modeling
multiagent systems, and many different algorithms have been pro-
posed to obtain locally or globally optimal policies. Unfortunately,
most of these algorithms have either been explicitly designed or
experimentally evaluated assuming knowledge of a starting belief
point, an assumption that often does not hold in complex, uncer-
tain domains. Instead, in such domains, it is important for agents
to explicitly plan over continuous belief spaces. This paper pro-
vides a novel algorithm to explicitly compute finite horizon policies
over continuous belief spaces, without restricting the space of poli-
cies. By marrying an efficient single-agent POMDP solver with a
heuristic distributed POMDP policy-generation algorithm, locally
optimal joint policies are obtained, each of which dominates within
a different part of the belief region. We provide heuristics that sig-
nificantly improve the efficiency of the resulting algorithm and pro-
vide detailed experimental results. To the best of our knowledge,
these are the first run-time results for analytically generating poli-
cies over continuous belief spaces in distributed POMDPs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence]: Distributed Artificial Intelligence -
Multi Agent Systems

General Terms
Algorithms, Theory

Keywords
Multi-agent systems, Continuous initial beliefs, Partially Observ-
able Markov Decision Process (POMDP), Distributed POMDP

1. INTRODUCTION
Distributed Partially Observable Markov Decision Problems (Dis-

tributed POMDPs) are evolving as a popular approach for model-
ing multiagent teamwork [13, 18, 14, 6, 3]. Distributed POMDPs
provide a particularly useful model for domains ranging from sen-
sor nets to disaster rescue, where agents need to work in a team
in the presence of domain costs and uncertainties. Since optimal
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policy computation for these models has been proven to be NEXP-
Complete [3], researchers have pursued two approaches in building
algorithms for distributed POMDPs. The first approach restricts the
domain, limiting agents’ interactions (transition independence) [2,
14] or approximating observability of the local state [6]. The sec-
ond approach, in-line with the thrust of this work, does not restrict
the domains, but finds local optimal solutions [11, 7, 16].

Unfortunately, these approaches often assume knowledge of the
starting belief state when generating policies[16, 11, 14, 10]. How-
ever, in many domains, including sensor nets and disaster rescue,
such an assumption is a significant restriction, since it requires that
starting belief state be known in advance. Alternatively, policy
computation must be done on-line, which, given significant run-
time for generating policies for distributed POMDPs, would pre-
vent agents from generating a high-quality response in real-time.

Thus, there is a need in distributed POMDPs to generate poli-
cies for continuous belief spaces rather than just an initial single
belief point, so policies may be computed off-line or without the
need for a known starting belief state. This would allow agents to
respond in real-time in time-critical domains. Unfortunately, while
some of the approaches for locally optimal policy generation in dis-
tributed POMDPs can be applied or directly extended to apply to
policy generation over continuous belief spaces[16, 7], these are
based on finite-state controllers, which restrict policy representa-
tions; a restriction that is even more significant when planning over
continuous belief spaces. Alternatively, a globally optimal policy
generation algorithm has been suggested for continuous spaces[8],
but this approach must surmount the substantial computational bar-
rier given the NEXP-complete complexity result. In fact, no exper-
imental evaluations are currently available for run-time efficiency
when generating policies over continuous belief spaces with either
of these approaches.

To remedy this situation, we present a novel algorithm for lo-
cally optimal policy generation for continuous starting belief region
that does not restrict the space of policies considered. In particu-
lar, we build on the “Joint Equilibrium-based Search for Policies”
(JESP) algorithm[11] which finds locally optimal policies from an
unrestricted set of possible policies, with a finite planning horizon.
However, JESP currently assumes a known starting belief state. To
enable planning over continuous belief spaces, we combine JESP
with algorithms that plan optimal policies over continuous belief
spaces for single agent POMDPs [1, 5, 15]. In particular, whereas
the original JESP performed iterative best-response computations
from a single starting belief state, the combined algorithm exploits
the single-agent POMDP techniques to perform best-response com-
putations over continuous regions of the belief space.

The paper thus presents a new algorithm, CS-JESP (Continu-
ous Space JESP), that allows us to generate a piece-wise linear and



convex value function over continuous belief spaces for the optimal
policy of one agent in the distributed POMDP, given fixed policies
of other agents — the familiar cup-like shape of this value function
is what we reference in the title of this paper [9]. The cup-shape
implies that when dealing with a continuous starting belief space,
agents usually have more than one policy, each of which domi-
nates in a different region of the belief space. This region-wise
dominance highlights the three important challenges addressed in
CS-JESP. First, CS-JESP requires computation of best response
policies for one agent, given that different policies dominate over
different regions of the belief space for the second agent. To effi-
ciently compute best response policies per belief region, it is crit-
ical to employ techniques that prune out unreachable future belief
states. To that end, we illustrate application of the belief bound
techniques[15] for improved efficiency. Second, owing to these
best response calculations for different belief regions, often the
policies for contiguous belief regions can be identical. To address
this inefficiency, we implement a merging method that combines
such adjacent regions with equivalent policies. Third, to improve
the performance of the algorithm, we implement region-based con-
vergence, i.e. once policies have converged for a region, these are
not considered for subsequent best response computations.

2. BACKGROUND
As mentioned earlier, this paper presents a solution that com-

bines value iteration algorithms of single agent POMDPs and JESP.
In this section, we present a brief overview of these techniques.

2.1 Single Agent POMDPs and DB-GIP
A single-agent POMDP can be represented using the tuple〈
Ŝ, Â, P̂, Ω̂, Ô, R̂

〉
, whereŜ is a finite set of states;̂A is a finite

set of actions;̂Ω is a finite set of observations;̂P(s, a, s′) provides
the probability of transitioning from states to s′ when taking action
a; Ô(s′, a, o) is probability of observingo after taking an actiona
and reachings′; R̂(s, a) is the reward function. We use,̂B to de-
note the feasible belief space for a POMDP. A belief pointb ∈ B̂, is
a probability distribution over the set of statesŜ. A value function
over a belief state is defined as:
V (b) = maxa∈Â

{
R̂(b, a) + γ Σb′∈B̂ Pr(b′|b, a)V (b′)

}
. Cur-

rently, the most efficient exact algorithms for POMDPs are value
iteration algorithms, specifically GIP [1] and RBIP [5]. These are
dynamic programming algorithms, where at each iteration the value
function is represented with a minimal set of dominant vectors
called the parsimonious set. Given a parsimonious set at timet,
Vt, we generate the parsimonious set at timet−1, Vt−1 as follows
(notation similar to that in [1] and [5]):

1.
{

va,o,i
t−1 (s) = R̂(s, a)/|Ω̂|+ γ Σs′∈Ŝ Pr(o, s′|s, a)vi

t(s
′)

}
=

V̂a,o
t−1 wherevi

t ∈ Vt.

2. Va,o
t−1 = PRUNE(V̂a,o

t−1)

3. Doing crosssum (⊕) of vectors .
Va

t−1 = PRUNE(· · · (PRUNE(Va,o1
t−1 ⊕V

a,o2
t−1 ) · · ·⊕V

a,o|Ω̂|
t−1 )

4. Vt−1 = PRUNE(
⋃

a∈Â V
a
t−1)

EachPRUNE call executes a linear program (LP) which is rec-
ognized as a computationally expensive phase in the generation of
parsimonious sets [1, 5]. As shown in [15], the performance of
these dynamic programming algorithms can be improved consider-
ably by exploiting the dynamics of the domain.

DB-GIP: This is an exact (not approximate) technique that builds
on top of GIP, to provide significant performance improvements.
There are two key ideas in DB-GIP (we focus on DB-GIP as it
is shown to be more efficient than DB-RBIP)[15]. The first tech-
nique called DB, prunes unreachable belief spaces, given informa-
tion about the starting belief space,B0. To that end, it computes
belief bounds over states at future time steps givenB0. These belief
bounds are obtained by solving the maximization and minimization
problems on the equation for belief probability as follows. Given
an actiona and observationω, we can express the maximization
problem as

max
bt∈Bt

ba,ω
t+1(st+1) s.t. ba,ω

t+1(st+1) = cT bt/dT bt

wherec(st) = Ôt(st+1, a, ω)P̂t(st, a, st+1) and
d(st) =

∑
st+1∈Ŝt+1

Ôt(st+1, a, ω)P̂t(st, a, st+1).
Rewriting the problem in terms of the new variables as follows:

min
x

(
−cT x/dT x

)
s.t.

∑
i

xi = 1, 0 ≤ xi ≤ bmax
t (si) =: x̄i

where
∑

i bmax
t (si) ≥ 1 to ensure existence of a feasible solution.

Expressing this problem as a Lagrangian enables efficient poly-
nomial time solution that provides us a bound on the belief prob-
ability over a state at time step t+1, given the belief probabilities
over states at time t. By bounding the belief probability over states,
we can significantly improve the run-time of the LP, since the LP
now performs the PRUNE operations mentioned above over nar-
rower ranges of the belief space. DB leads to orders of magnitude
improvement in existing algorithms [15] .

A second idea in DB-GIP is the Dynamic States (DS) technique,
that exploits dynamic state spaces. Given an initial set of starting
states, this technique initially finds the reachable states at each it-
eration, by using the transition function. Then, it finds dominant
policies at each iteration over all belief probabilities of only these
reachable states rather than over all belief probabilities of all the
states. This reduction in reachable belief space, can significantly
improve the performance of the existing algorithms[15]. DS in
essence is a specialization of DB in that DS may be considered
to impose a bound of 0 or 1 on the maximum belief probabilities
over states, whereas DB may find a bound in between (e.g. 0.63).

2.2 Distributed POMDPs: MTDP
The distributed POMDP model that we base our work on is MTDP

[17], however other models [3] could also be used. These dis-
tributed POMDP models are more than just two single agent POMDPs
working independently. In particular, given a team ofn agents, an
MTDP [17] is defined as a tuple:〈S, A, P, Ω, O, R〉. S is a fi-
nite set of world states{s1, . . . , sm}. A = ×1≤i≤nAi, where
A1, . . . , An, are the sets of action for agents 1 ton. A joint action
is represented as〈a1, . . . , an〉.
P (si, 〈a1, . . . , an〉 , sf ), the transition function, represents the prob-
ability that the current state issf , if the previous state issi and the
previous joint action is〈a1, . . . , an〉. Ω = ×1≤i≤nΩi is the set of
joint observations whereΩi is the set of observations for agentsi.
O(s, 〈a1, . . . , an〉 , ω), the observation function, represents the prob-
ability of joint observationω ∈ Ω, if the current state iss and
the previous joint action is〈a1, . . . , an〉. For the purpose of this
paper, we assume that observations of each agent is independent
of each other’s observations. Thus the observation function can
be expressed asO(s, 〈a1, . . . , an〉 , ω) = O1(s, 〈a1, . . . , an〉 , ω1)
· . . . · On(s,〈a1, . . . , an〉 , ωn). The agents receive a single imme-
diate joint rewardR(s, 〈a1, . . . , an〉) which is shared equally.

Each agenti chooses its actions based on its localpolicy, πi,



which is a mapping of its observation history to actions. Thus, at
time t, agenti will perform actionπi(~ω

t
i) where~ωt

i = ω1
i , . . . , ωt

i .
π = 〈π1, . . . , πn〉 refers to the joint policy of the team of agents.
In this model, execution is distributed but planning is centralized.

2.3 Illustrative Domain
We consider the standard multiagent tiger problem from [11].

Two agents are in a corridor facing two doors “left” and “right”.
Behind one door lies a hungry tiger, and behind the other lies a re-
ward. The set of states, S, is{SL, SR}, where SL indicates tiger
behind the left door, and SR indicates tiger behind right door. The
agents can jointly or individually open either door. In addition, the
agents can independently listen for the presence of the tiger. Thus,
the set of actions, A1 = A2 ={‘OpenLeft’, ‘OpenRight’, ‘Listen’}.
The transition function, P specifies that the problem is reset when-
ever an agent opens one of the doors. However, if both agents lis-
ten, the state remains unchanged. After every action each agent
receives an observation about the new state. The observation func-
tions are identical and will return either TL or TR with different
probabilities depending on the joint action taken and the resulting
world state. For example, if both agents listen and the tiger is be-
hind the left door (state is SL), each agent independently receives
the observation TL with probability0.85 and TR with probability
0.15. For more details on this domain, refer to [11].

2.4 JESP algorithm for MTDPs
Given the NEXP-complete complexity of generating globally

optimal policies for distributed POMDPs[3], locally optimal ap-
proaches [16, 4, 11] have emerged as viable solutions. In this pa-
per, we build on the “JESP” (Joint Equilibrium-Based Search for
Policies) [11] algorithm, outlined below (Algorithm 1). The key
idea is to find the policy that maximizes the joint expected reward
for one agent at a time, keeping policies of the othern − 1 agents
fixed. This process is repeated until an equilibrium is reached (lo-
cal optimum is found). Multiple local optima are not encountered
since planning is centralized. Key innovation in JESP is based on
the realization that if policies of all othern − 1 agents are fixed,
then the remaining agent faces a normal single-agent POMDP, but
with an extended state space. Thus, in line 4, given a known start-
ing belief state, we use dynamic programming over belief states of
this newer more complex single-agent POMDP, to compute agent
1’s optimal response to fixed policies of the remainingn−1 agents.

Algorithm 1 JESP()

1: Π′ ← randomly selected joint policy,prevVal← value ofΠ′,
conv← 0, Π← Π′

2: while conv 6= n do
3: for i← 1 to n do
4: val, Πi ← OPTIMAL BESTRESPONSE(b, Π′, T )
5: if val = prevValthen
6: conv

+← 1
7: else
8: Π′

i ← Πi, prevVal← val, conv← 1
9: if conv= n then break

10: return Π

The key is then to define the extended state in JESP. For a two
agent case, for each time t, the extended state of agent1 is defined
as a tupleet

1 =
〈
st, ~ωt

2

〉
, where~ωt

2 is the observation history of
the other agent. By treatinget

1 as the state of agent1 at timet, we
can define the transition function and observation function for the

resulting single-agent POMDP for agent1 as follows:

P ′(et
1, a

t
1, e

t+1
1 ) =Pr(et+1

1 |et
1, a

t
1)

=P (st, (at
1, π2(~ω

t
2)), s

t+1)

·O2(s
t+1, (at

1, π2(~ω
t
2)), ω

t+1
2 ) (1)

O′(et+1
1 , at

1, ω
t+1
1 ) =Pr(ωt+1

1 |et+1
1 , at

1)

=O1(s
t+1, (at

1, π2(~ω
t
2)), ω

t+1
1 ) (2)

In other words, when computing agent1’s best-response policy
via dynamic programming given the fixed policy of its teammate,
we maintain a distribution over the extended stateset

1, rather than
over the world statesst. Figure 1 shows a trace of the belief state
evolution for the multi-agent tiger domain, described in Section 2.3,
e.g.e2

1 of SL(TR) indicates an extended state where the tiger is be-
hind the left door and agent 2 has observed TR. However, as noted
above, the main shortcoming of this technique is that it computes
a locally optimal policy assuming a fixed starting belief state, and
this assumption is embedded in its dynamic programming as shown
in line 4 of algorithm 1 — it does not generate policies over con-
tinuous belief spaces.

Figure 1: Trace of tiger scenario in JESP

3. CONTINUOUS SPACE JESP (CS-JESP)
One of the key insights in CS-JESP is the synergistic interac-

tion between the JESP algorithm for distributed POMDPs and the
DB-GIP technique of single agent POMDPs. We illustrate these in-
teractions with a two-agent example in Section 3.1, and present key
ideas in Section 3.2. Further, we describe the algorithm for n agents
in Section 3.3 and some theoretical guarantees in Section 3.4.

Unlike previous work, our work focuses on continuous starting
belief spaces and thus requires modifications for policy representa-
tion. In particular, because different policies may be dominant over
different regions in the belief space, we introduce the notion of a
general policy. A general policy, Πi for an agenti is defined as a
mapping from belief regions to policies.Πi is represented as the
set{(B1

0 ,π1
i ),...(Bm

0 ,πm
i )}, whereB1

0 , .., Bm
0 are belief regions in

the starting belief spaceB0 andπ1
i , ..πm

i are the policies that will
be executed starting from those regions. Henceforth we referπk

i as
specialized policies. Thus, given a starting belief pointbk

0 ∈ Bk
0 ,

agenti on receiving observationsω1
i , . . . , ωt

i will perform the ac-
tion πk

i (~ωt
i) where~ωt

i = ω1
i , . . . , ωt

i . Π = 〈Π1, . . . , Πn〉 refers to
the joint general policy of the team of agents.

3.1 Illustrative Example
For ease of explanation, initially the algorithm is explained with

two agents, Agent1 and Agent2. However, as we will show in Sec-
tion 3.3, this algorithm is easily extendable to n agents. Initially,
each agent selects a random general policy,Πi, which will be a
singleton set,{(B0, πi)} , i.e. a singlespecialized policy,πi, over
the entire starting belief space,B0. While for exposition purposes
this example describes policy computations by individual agents,



in reality in CS-JESP these computations are performed by a cen-
tralized policy generator. CS-JESP begins when one agent, say
Agent2, fixes itsgeneral policyΠ2, and other agent, Agent1, finds
the best response for Agent2’sgeneral policy. Fixing Agent2’sspe-
cialized policy, π2, Agent1 creates a single agent POMDP with an
extended state space, as explained in Section 2.4. Agent1 solves
this POMDP using DB-GIP technique, explained in Section 2.1,
with starting belief space asB0, and obtains a new general policy
Π1, containing a set{(B1

0 , π1
1), ...(Bm

0 , πm
1 )}. EachBk

0 ∈ B0 is a
belief region and is represented by a minimum and maximum value
for each of the|S| − 1 dimensions that represent the belief space.
Now, Agent1 freezes itsgeneral policy, Π1, and Agent2 solves a
POMDP for eachπj

1 ∈ Π1, with the starting belief region asBj .
Thus, Agent2 solvesm POMDPs, and obtains a newgeneral pol-
icy Π2. At this point, bordering regions inΠ2 that have identical
policies are merged. This process continues until the solutions con-
verge, and a local optimal is reached, i.e. no agent can improve its
value vectors in any belief region.

Figure 2 illustrates the working of the algorithm with the multi-
agent tiger scenario (Section 2.3) for time horizon,T = 2. Each
tree in Figure 2 represents aspecialized policy. All the trees on the
left side of the figure are part of thegeneral policiesof Agent1, and
trees on the right are part of thegeneral policiesof Agent2. For
instance, at the end of iteration 3, both agents contain two special-
ized policies in theirgeneral policy. Within each tree (specialized
policy), the letter inside each node indicates the action, and edges
indicate the observation received. Thus, for the highlighted tree
in the top left corner, the root node indicates the Listen(L) action,
and upon either observing TL or TR, thespecialized policyrequires
the agent to take a Listen(L) action. In this example, belief region
over which aspecialized policydominates, consists of two num-
bers, namely the minimum and maximum belief probability of the
state SL. These belief regions are indicated below eachspecialized
policy in the figure. For instance, for the highlighted tree it is [0,1],
but for other trees, regions such as [0.18,0.85] are shown.

The algorithm begins with both agents randomly selecting aspe-
cialized policyfor the entire belief space [0,1]. In iteration 1, Agent2
fixes itsgeneral policy, and Agent1 comes up with its best response
general policy. For calculating the best response, the Agent1 solves
a POMDP with the starting belief range as [0,1], since Agent2’s
general policy is defined over this range. After the first iteration,
Agent1 contains threespecialized policiesas part of itsgeneral pol-
icy, dominating over ranges [0,0.15], [0.15,0.85], [0.85,1]. In iter-
ation 2, Agent1 fixes itsgeneral policy, and Agent2 begins its best
response calculation with region [0,0.15]. For this range [0,0.15],
Agent2 has only one dominantspecialized policyand same is the
case for [0.85,1]. However, for the range [0.15,0.85], Agent2 has
two dominantspecialized policies, one that dominates in the range
[0.15,0.5], and the other that dominates in the range [0.5,0.85].
Thus after iteration 2, Agent2 has fourspecialized policiesas part
of its best responsegeneral policy. However, regions highlighted
(with dotted rectangular boxes) have identical policies and thus af-
ter merging we are left with only twospecialized policies. This
algorithm continues with Agent2 fixing itsgeneral policyat itera-
tion 3. Finally at convergence, each agent contains twospecialized
policiesas part of theirgeneral policies.

3.2 Key Ideas
In this section, we explain in detail the key ideas in the CS-JESP

algorithm, namely: (a) JESP and DB-GIP synergy; (b) Calculation
of dominanant belief regions forspecialized policies; (c) Region-
based convergence; and (d) Merging of adjacent regions with iden-
tical specialized policies.

Figure 2: Trace of the algorithm for T=2 in Multi Agent tiger
example with a specific starting joint policy

JESP and DB-GIP synergy: Both the DS and DB techniques
of DB-GIP can provide significant performance improvements in
CS-JESP. First, with respect to DS, JESP’s state space is dynamic,
where the set of states reachable at time t,et

i differ from the set of
states att + 1, et+1

i . DS can exploit this dynamism by computing
dominant policies at time t over the belief space generated by the
states inet

i thus reducing the dimensionality of the state space con-
sidered. For instance, in Figure 1, we have two initial statese1

1=
SL or SR, while there are four statese2

1, e.g.SL(TL), SL(TR)
etc. Given a time horizon of T=2, instead of constructing a be-
lief space over (2+4=) 6 dimensions, DS will lead to constructing
a belief space over two states at the first time step and four states
over the second time step. Such dimensionality reduction leads to
significant speedups in CS-JESP. Second, with respect to DB, each
agent solves a POMDP over the belief regions in thegeneral poli-
ciesof the other agents. DB is able to exploit forward projections
of such starting belief regions to bound the maximum probabilities
over states, and thus again restrict the belief space over which dom-
inant policies are planned per belief region, obtaining additional
speedups. For instance in Figure 2, at iteration2, Agent2 solves
three POMDPs — these POMDPs are defined over extended states
given three separate fixed policies of Agent1— one with the start-
ing belief region as [0,0.15], another with [0.15,0.85], and a third
with [0.85,1]. Thus, in solving the POMDP starting with the belief
range [0,0.15], DB helps prune all the unreachable portions of the
belief space given that the starting range is [0,0.15]. In all three
POMDPs, the belief region is narrower compared to [0,1].

Region-based convergence: Given continuous initial belief space,
we obtain value vectors (vector containing values for all the states)



for all the belief regions in thegeneral policy. Thus, convergence
is attained when for all agents the value vectors at the current it-
eration for all the belief regions are equal to those in the previous
iteration. For instance, in Figure 2, the convergence is attained in
the fourth iteration, with thegeneral policyof Agent2 containing
the two exact samespecialized policiesfrom iteration 3. However,
once one region has converged — the value vectors for all agents
do not change from one iteration to the next for that region — CS-
JESP will not test that region further for convergence, but only con-
tinue changing policies in regions that have failed to converge.

Merging of adjacent regions with identical specialized poli-
cies: Merging such regions can be important as the other agent
would have to solve fewer number of POMDPs in the next itera-
tion. For instance, in thegeneral policyof Agent2 before merging
at iteration 2, belief regions [0,0.15] and [0.15,0.5] have identical
specialized policies. Similarly, regions [0.5, 0.85] and [0.85,1] have
identical specialized policies. Thus Agent2 has only twospecial-
ized policiesafter merging (instead of four before merging) and this
leads to agent1 solving two instead of four POMDPs at iteration 3.

Merging requires identifying regions adjacent to each other. In
the Tiger domain, this is done by doing adjacency check for regions
along one dimension. However, finding bordering regions in a|S|
dimensional state space requires comparisons along|S|−1 dimen-
sional space.

Calculation of dominant belief regions for specialized poli-
cies: One standard way of representing solutions in single agent
POMDPs is through value vectors. In this representation, the best
policy for a belief point,b, is computed by testing for a vector that
provides the maximum expected value for that belief point.
π∗1 ← argmaxπ∈{π1}vπ · b.

However, in CS-JESP, one agent uses the belief regions of the
other agent to calculate the best responses over each of those belief
regions. We develop a linear program to address the dominant be-
lief region computation for each policy. Algorithm 2 computes the
maximum belief probability of a state,sj , where a policy or value
vector,v dominates all the other policies or value vectors,V − v
in the final policy. Constraint 1 in Algorithm 2, computes points
wherev dominates all the other vectors inV. Objective function
of the algorithm is a maximization overb(sj), thus finding highest
possible belief probability for statesj amongst all those dominat-
ing points. In a similar way, the minimum forsj can be found by
doing a minimize, instead of maximize, in line 1 of the LP. The
belief region is calculated by solving these max, min LPs for each
statesj ∈ S. Thus, requiring2 ∗ |V| ∗ |S| number of LPs to be
solved for the computation of an entire belief region.

Algorithm 2 MAXIMUM BELIEF(sj , v,V, Bmin, Bmax)

Maximize b(sj)
subject to constraints

1. b.(v − v′) > 0,∀v′ ∈ V − v
2. Σs∈Sb(s) = 1
3. Bmin(s) < b(s) < Bmax(s),∀s ∈ S

3.3 Algorithm for n agents
In this section, we present the CS-JESP algorithm (Algorithm 3)

for n agents. In the initialization stage (lines 1-4), each agenti has
only one belief region that corresponds to its entire belief space
(Π′

i.beliefPartition). Also, each agent has a single randomly se-
lectedspecialized policy, Π′

i.π[〈[0, 1] , . . . , [0, 1]〉] (i.e. π is the

specialized policy), for the entire belief space (line 3). Everygen-
eral policyhas “count” for each belief region, to track the conver-
gence of policies in that belief region (region-based convergence)
— if the count reachesn then the region has converged, because
no agent will change any further. The flag “converged” monitors if
joint general policiesin all the regions have converged.

In each iteration (one execution of lines 6-23) of Algorithm 3,
we choose an agenti and find its optimal response to the fixedgen-
eral policiesof the remaining agents by callingOPTIMALBESTRE-
SPONSE(). This is repeated until no agent acting alone can improve
upon the joint expected reward by changing its owngeneral policy.

Although each agenti starts off with the same belief set partition,
Π′

i.beliefPartition, this will not be true after callingOPTIMALBE-
STRESPONSE() as seen in Figure 2. The functionUPDATEPARTI-
TION() (Algorithm 4) is responsible for creating a new belief set
partition for an agenti, depending on the belief regions of the other
n − 1 agents. This new belief set partition is obtained by splitting
the overlapping belief regions of then − 1 agents, in a way that
no two resulting belief regions, which now belong to this partition,
overlap. Furthermore, this function computes theΠi.countfor all
the new regions, from thecount values for the regions inΠ′

j , where
j was the free agent in the last iteration (i.e the agent who computed
the best response in the last iteration).

FINDNEWPARTITION() (Algorithm 5) takes two arguments, (i)
partition and (ii) a belief region,br, and it generates all feasible
partitions from the two arguments. To illustrate the working of this
function, we provide an example with three states{s1, s2, s3}. Be-
lief regions in the corresponding belief space can be represented
with minimum and maximum belief probabilities for justs1 and
s2, i.e. {(bmin[s1], b

max[s1]), (bmin[s2], b
max[s2])}. For exam-

ple, letpartition ={〈[0, 0.8], [0.5, 0.9]〉} (has only one region) and
br = {[0.4, 0.9], [0.3, 0.6]}. In the first step (line 3), partitions
are found for each state,si separately. Thus, for the first state,s1,
[0, 0.8] and[0.4, 0.9] yields partitions,[0, 0.4], [0.4, 0.8], [0.8, 0.9].
Similarly for the second state,s2, the partitions found are[0.3, 0.5],
[0.5, 0.6],[0.6, 0.9]. In the second step (line 4), we compute the
cross product of these individual dimension partitions. This gives
rise to nine belief regions, viz.{[0, 0.4], [0.3, 0.5]}, . . ., {[0.8, 0.9],
[0.4, 0.8]}, {[0.8, 0.9], [0.8, 0.9]}. Finally, in the third step (line
5), we prune regions which do not contain any valid points, i.e.∑

s≤|S|−1 bmin[s] > 1. For instance, the region{[0.8,0.9],[0.4,0.8]}
can be pruned, because a belief point in this region has probability
of atleast1.2 (= 0.8 + 0.4).

The functionOPTIMALBESTRESPONSE() (Algorithm 6) is then
called separately for each belief region in agenti’s belief set parti-
tion. It returns a new partitioniong of the initial belief space and the
optimal policy for each belief region in this partition. CONSTRUC-
TEXTENDEDPOMDP() constructs a POMDP with extended state
space, as explained in Section 2.4, while the function CALCULATE -
BELIEFREGION() computes the belief regions where each vectorv
(∈ V) dominates.

After computing best responses, CS-JESP() ensures that the
number of belief partitions obtained are finite (in lines 14-16) and
that Π.count is updated correctly for each belief region (in lines
18-21).

It is possible that an agent’s best response in adjacent belief re-
gions is the same policy. The functionMERGEBELIEFREGIONS()
(Algorithm 3.3) is responsible for merging such kind of regions
(lines 4-7). Further, once the policies in a belief region have con-
verged, that region is not considered for subsequent merging phases
(first part of the condition on line 4).

3.4 Theoretical Results



Algorithm 3 CS-JESP()

1: for i← 1to n do
2: Π′

i.beliefPartition← {〈[0, 1] , . . . , [0, 1]〉}
3: Π′

i.π[〈[0, 1] , . . . , [0, 1]〉]← random specialized policy
4: Π′

i.count[〈(0, 1) , . . . , (0, 1)〉]← 0
5: converged← false;i← n;
6: while converged= falsedo
7: i← (i MOD n) + 1; converged← true
8: UPDATEPARTITION(i, Πi, Π

′)
9: for all br in Πi.beliefPartitiondo

10: if Πi.count[br] < n then
11: converged←false
12: {Πi, regions} ← OPTIMALBESTRESPONSE(i, Π′, br)
13: for all br1 in regionsdo
14: π ← Πi.π[br1]; REMOVE(Πi, br1)
15: for dim← 1 to |S| − 1 do
16: br1[dim]← ROUNDOFF(br1[dim], precision)
17: if VOLUME(br1) > 0 then
18: ADD(Πi.beliefPartition, br1, π)
19: if Πi.π[br1] = Π′

i.π[br] then
20: Πi.count[br1]←Π′

i.count[br] + 1
21: else
22: Πi.count[br1]← 1
23: MERGEBELIEFREGIONS(Πi)
24: Π′

i ← Πi

25: return Π

Algorithm 4 UPDATEPARTITION(i, Π)

1: Πi ← Π
(i MOD n)+1

2: for all j in{1, . . . , n} − {i, (i MOD n) + 1} do
3: for all br1 in Πj .beliefPartitiondo
4: if Πi.count[br1] < n then
5: Πi.beliefPartition ←

FINDNEWPARTITION(Πi.beliefPartition, br1)
6: if i = 1 then j ← nelsej ← i− 1
7: for all br2 in Πi.beliefPartitiondo
8: br3 ← OVERLAPPINGREGION(Πj .beliefPartition, br2)
9: Πi.count[br2]← Πj .count[br3]

10: return

Algorithm 5 FINDNEWPARTITION((partition, br))

1: newPartition← ∅
2: for dim← 1 to |S| − 1 do
3: 1DPartition← SPLITDIMENSION(dim, br, partition)
4: newPartition← CROSSPRODUCT(newPartition, 1DPartition)
5: newPartition← PRUNE(newPartition)
6: return newPartition

Algorithm 6 OPTIMALBESTRESPONSE(i, Π′, br)

1: k← 0
2: extendedPOMDP← CONSTRUCTEXTENDEDPOMDP(i, Π′, br)
3: {V, πnew} ← DB-GIP(extendedPomdp, br)
4: for j ← 1 to V.size do
5: v ← V[j]; V ′ ← V − v
6: beliefPartition[k]← CALCULATEBELIEFREGION(v,V ′, br)
7: Πi.beliefPartition[k]← beliefPartition[k]

8: Πi.π[beliefPartition[k]]← πnew[j]; k
+← 1

9: return {Πi, beliefPartition}

In the following proofs, we use “iteration” to mean one execution
of the “while” loop (lines 5-23) of Algorithm 3,n for the number

of agents, and “free agent” to denote theith agent for that iteration.

Algorithm 7 MERGEBELIEFREGIONS(Πi)
1: for each b1 in Πi.beliefPartitiondo
2: if Πi.count(b1) < n then
3: for each b2 in Πi.beliefPartitiondo
4: if Πi.count(b2) < n ∧Πi.π[b1] = Πi.π[b2] then
5: if ISADJACENT(b1, b2) then
6: b←MERGEREGIONS(b1, b2)
7: ADD(Πi.beliefPartition, b, Πi.π[b1])
8: Πi.count[b]← min(Πi.count[b1], Πi.count[b2])
9: REMOVE(Πi, b1); REMOVE(Πi, b2)

10: return Πi

PROPOSITION 1. In CS-JESP, the joint expected reward for all
starting belief points is monotonically increasing with each itera-
tion.

Proof Sketch. In every iteration, each starting belief point must
belong to one of the regions in the belief partition of the free agent.
Each such belief region corresponds to one of the value vectors, cal-
culated by a call toOPTIMALBESTRESPONSE(Algorithm 6). Since
DB-GIP is optimal, these vectors should either equal or dominate
the vectors at the previous iteration, in all belief regions.�

PROPOSITION 2. CS-JESP will terminate iff the joint policy
has converged in all the free agent’s belief regions.

Proof Sketch.By construction, CS-JESP (Algorithm 3) terminates
iff converged= true, which will happen iffΠi.count[br] ≥ n, for
all belief regionsbr of the free agenti. Πi.count[br] ≥ n iff the
joint policy for the regionbr remains constant forn iterations. In
order for the jointgeneral policyto remain constant forn itera-
tions,OPTIMALBESTRESPONSE() should return identicalspecial-
ized policies(to those in previous iteration) for all the belief regions
, for n − 1 free agents. This happens when no one agent can im-
prove the global value by altering itsgeneral policy, i.e. when local
optima is attained. Furthermore, we round off each dimension of a
belief region toprecisiondecimal spaces, and hence the number of
possible belief regions cannot grow indefinitely.�

From Propositions 1 and 2, we can conclude that CS-JESP will
always terminate. At termination, the joint policy will be locally
optimal as long as none of the belief regions returned byOPTI-
MAL BESTRESPONSEwere eliminated by theROUNDOFF proce-
dure.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section provides three types of evaluations for CS-JESP

using the multiagent tiger domain [11]. The first experiment fo-
cuses on run-time evaluations. We provide a comparison of three
techniques: (i) CS-JESP+GIP: is the basic version of the combina-
tion of the JESP and the value iteration algorithm, GIP of single
agent POMDPs. (ii) CS-JESP+DB, is JESP with DB-GIP. (iii)CS-
JESP+DBM is CS-JESP+DB with the merging enhancement. Re-
sults of this experiment are shown in Figure 3. We experiment
with two separate reward structures (presented in [11]). Figure 3(a)
and Figure 3(b) focus on reward structure1, while Figure 3(c) and
Figure 3(d) focus on reward structure2. In Figure 3(a), x-axis plots
varying time horizon while y-axis plots run-time in milliseconds on
log-scale1. In Figure 3(b), x-axis again plots time horizon, but the
y-axis plots run-time in milliseconds (no log-scale is used). Time
limit for the problems was set at 7,500,000 ms, after which they

1Machine specs for all experiments: Intel Xeon 3.6 GHZ processor,
2GB RAM



Figure 3: Comparison of (a) CSJESP+GIP, and CSJESP+DB for reward structure 1 (b) CSJESP+DB, and CSJESP+DBM for reward structure 1
(c) CSJESP+GIP, and CSJESP+DB for reward structure 2 (d) CSJESP+DB, and CSJESP+DBM for reward structure 2

were terminated. Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(c) refer to comparisons
between CS-JESP+GIP and CS-JESP+DB, while Figure 3(b) and
Figure 3(d) refer to comparisons between CS-JESP+DB and CS-
JESP+DBM for the two reward structures.

Figure 4: Comparison of the number of belief regions created in CS-
JESP+DB and CS-JESP+DBM for reward structures 1 and 2

Figure 3(a) shows that CS-JESP+GIP did not terminate within
the specified time limit after T=4. However, CS-JESP+DB con-
verged to the solution even for T = 7, within the specified time limit.
Even in cases where CS-JESP+GIP terminates, CS-JESP+DB pro-
vides significant speedups. For instance, in Figure 3(a), at T = 4,
while CS-JESP+GIP takes in 83717.8 ms, CS-JESP+DB takes only
7345.2 ms leading to a speedup of 11.4 fold. Similar conclusions
can be drawn from Figure 3(c). These results illustrate the syn-
ergy of JESP and DB-GIP, and the suitability of CS-JESP to take
advantage of DB-GIP.

Figure 3(b) shows that CS-JESP+DBM provides further speedups
over CS-JESP+DB, as time horizon increases. For instance at T=7
in Figure 3(b), merging in CS-JESP+DBM provided 1.66 fold speedup
over CS-JESP+DB. Similar results are obtained with reward struc-
ture 2 in Figure 3(d), thus establishing the utility of merging con-
tiguous regions with identical policies. In Figure 3(d) T=7 post
merging show a faster execution compared to the T=6 results post
merging. This occurs because the number of iterations of CS-JESP
required for convergence at T=7 are lower (6) compared with iter-
ations at T=6 (11).

Our second evaluation in Figure 4 focuses on understanding the
speedups due to merging in CS-JESP+DBM. The number of belief
regions present in the final solution is an indicator of the number
of single agent POMDPs getting solved at each iteration. The x-
axis in the figures represents the time horizon, while the y-axis is
the number of belief regions. Thus in Figure 4, for a time-horizon
of 7, using CSJESP+DB led to 31 belief regions, whereas using
CSJESP+DBM led to 13 belief regions, a 2.39-fold reduction in the
number of belief regions considered. Furthermore, we see that in-
creasing the time horizon leads to increasing reduction in the num-

Figure 5: Comparison of the expected values obtained with JESP for
specific belief points and CS-JESP

ber of belief regions with CS-JESP+DBM when compared to the
number with CS-JESP+DB. Effect of the number of belief regions
on the time taken increases with time horizon, because the single
agent POMDPs expand in size with the time horizon. This pro-
vides the explanation for the timing results for CS-JESP+DBM in
Figure 3(b) and Figure 3(d).

Our third evaluation focused on illustrating that CS-JESP achieves
what it set out to do — generating policies over continuous initial
belief space as shown in Figure 5. Belief space (in this domain be-
lief probability of SL) is denoted on the x-axis, while the expected
value of the policy is depicted on the y-axis. CS-JESP provides a
general policy where the expected value is represented by a “CUP”-
shape. There are five different policies represented in the cup, each
dominant over a single belief region. The figure also indicates that
if we were to approximate this entire general policy with a single
policy over a single starting belief state, e.g. with JESP, then re-
sults may be arbitrarily worse. For instance with JESP (0.3, 0.7),
the value at (1, 0) is -27, while the value generated with CS-JESP
is 18, a difference of 45. With JESP (0.5, 0.5), the value at (1,0) is
-4, where CS-JESP attains a value of 18, a difference of 22.

Of course, we may sample several belief points with JESP and
then for a new belief point provide a policy from the nearest sample.
Such a proposed heuristic approach naturally leads to our fourth
evaluation comparing CS-JESP runtime to an approach that sam-
ples the belief space. This evaluation is not meant to be a precise
comparison of JESP and CS-JESP, instead the aim is to show that
the run-time results for sampled JESP would be comparable to the
run times of CS-JESP. In Table 1, we show the run times of JESP
and CS-JESP for T = 6, and T=7 for reward structure1. To repli-
cate the policy obtained with CS-JESP, JESP would have to sample
atleast as many times as the number of belief regions in the final
policy of CS-JESP. For instance, for T=7, the number of samples
required for JESP would be thirteen (from Figure 4). Table 1 shows
an estimate of such a sampled JESP technique, given runtime re-



sults from [12]. We see that CS-JESP run-times are comparable,
yet CS-JESP provides guarantees on these results that are unavail-
able with sampling.

CS-JESP JESP Sampled Regions Sampled JESP
T = 6 160336 15000 11 165000
T = 7 470398 73000 13 949000

Table 1: Comparison of run times (in ms) for JESP and CS-JESP

5. SUMMARY AND RELATED WORK
Distributed POMDPs are evolving as a popular approach in mod-

eling multiagent systems, and many different algorithms have been
proposed to obtain locally or globally optimal policies. Unfortu-
nately, most of these have either been explicitly designed or ex-
perimentally evaluated assuming knowledge of a starting belief,
an assumption that often does not hold in complex, uncertain do-
mains. Instead, in such domains, it is important for agents to ex-
plicitly plan over continuous belief spaces. This paper provides
a novel algorithm, CS-JESP, to explicitly compute finite horizon
policies over continuous belief spaces, without restricting the space
of policies. By marrying an efficient single-agent POMDP solver
with a heuristic distributed POMDP policy-generation algorithm,
locally optimal joint policies are obtained, each of which domi-
nates within a different belief region. Key ideas in CS-JESP in-
clude: (a) Synergistic interaction between JESP and DB-GIP that
enables significant performance improvement in CS-JESP; (b) Cal-
culation of dominanant belief regions forspecialized policies; (c)
Region-based convergence; and (d) Merging of adjacent regions
with identicalspecialized policies. To the best of our knowledge,
these are the first run-time results for analytically generating poli-
cies over continuous belief spaces in distributed POMDPs.

In terms of related work, approaches for solving distributed POMDPs
can be broadly classified in two main categories: globally opti-
mal approaches and locally optimal algorithms. Beckeret al. [2]
present an exact globally optimal algorithm – the coverage set al-
gorithm for transition-independent distributed MDPs. However un-
like CS-JESP, this algorithm starts from a particular known initial
state distribution. Hansenet al. [8] present an exact algorithm for
partially observable stochastic games (POSGs) based on dynamic
programming and iterated elimination of dominant policies. Like
our work, they too deal with a continuous belief space and an un-
known initial state distribution. This algorithm is important from
a theoretical standpoint, but because of the inherent complexity of
finding an exact solution for general distributed POMDPs, this al-
gorithm does not scale well.

Among locally optimal approaches, Peshkinet al. [16] use gra-
dient descent search to find local optimum finite-controllers with
bounded memory. Their algorithm finds locally optimal policies
from a limited subset of policies, with an infinite planning hori-
zon. Their work does not consider a continuous belief space and
starts from a fixed belief point. We have earlier discussed Nair
et al. [11]’s JESP algorithm that uses dynamic programming to
reach a local optimal. Bernsteinet al. [7] present a locally optimal
bounded policy iteration algorithm for infinite-horizon distributed
algorithms. This algorithm has been theoretically shown to work in
a continuous belief space from an unknown initial belief distribu-
tion. While this is an important contribution, the use of finite-state
controllers restricts the policy representation. Also, their experi-
mental results are for a single initial belief. Further, unlike our
algorithm they use acorrelation devicein order to ensure coordi-
nation among the various agents.
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